
 

HOW TO PREPARE 

1. Go to myfreedom.org/kidsleaders to do the following:

1. Read through 3rd-5th small group leader guide several times throughout the week to familiarize yourself 

with what to say, how long it should take, and the order of activities.

2. Read today’s Bible Story in the Bible.  

3. Preview the worship songs and get familiar with the motions for this weekend.


2. Arrive on time to tag in briefly with the team, gather your materials, and connect with early arrivers.

3. Teach kids about God’s Word with energy!


WHAT YOU NEED:

-“Verse Cards” Activity Page (each set contains 4 cards) 

-Freedom Church Bucket 

-Bible


                                 


Reference Card An outline of what you are leading today. 

1. Connect 
What you do: Pair up your group and have them try to lead each other to places you 
choose in the room without opening their eyes.


2. Review 
What you do: Kids will have to try to group up with others that have their memory 
verse. If they can’t find a group, they are out. Detailed instructions below.


3. apply 
What you do: Talk through the discussion questions. 

Point: To build relationship as well as let kids share their thoughts on the topic.


4. pray 
What you do: Listen to the prayer requests and pray over your group. Remember the 
requests or write them down to pray over during the week.


5. home 
What you do: Give each kid a lollipop bag and follow the activity described. After 
everyone is picked up, follow the Post-Gathering Checklist to clean and prepare for 
the next gathering or end of day.
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BOTTOM LINE 
Hang out with wise people.

LIFE APP 
Community—Life is better 

when we do it together.

MEMORY VERSE 
If any of you lacks wisdom, 
you should ask God, who 

gives generously to all 
without finding fault, and it 

will be given to you.

BIBLE STORY 
Foolish Heart


Rehoboam Listens to 
Fools
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WHAT YOU DO:  
1) Gather your group from connect time and sit on your group mat together. 

2) Have kids pair up.

3) One kid is going to close their eyes while the other kid directs that kid (no touching) to a place in the room you 

    choose.

4) Your entire group can do this at the same time and you can even combine with 3rd-5th for a group game.


WHAT YOU SAY: (After the game gather your group together) “Great job! That’s a little scary not knowing where 
you’re going which is why it was so important to listen to the person’s voice who was leading you. Who we 
choose to listen to makes a difference. In today’s story, someone listens to the wrong people. Let’s see what 
happens!  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WHAT YOU DO:  
1) Tell kids to spread out around the perimeter of the environment.

2) Stand in the center of the environment.

3) For each kid playing, place a “Verse Card” in the bucket and shake the bucket to shuffle the cards.

Note: If the total number of kids playing a round is evenly divisible by four, remove one Verse Card from the 
container and replace it another Verse Card with a different part of the Memory Verse written on it.


4) When you say “GO,” dump out the cards and prompt kids to run to select a card.

5) The goal is to find kids holding the other three cards needed to complete the verse.

6) Once a group of kids has a completed set of Verse Cards, the group sits down in the correct order of the verse.

7) Anyone left standing and unable to form a group with a completed verse, sits out the next round.

8) Collect all the “Verse Cards” and return them to the container.

9) Before playing, each kid who is sitting out that round removes one “Verse Card” from the container.

10) The game continues until no one can make a verse.

11) When the game has been played, gather kids back into their Small Groups for discussion.

12) If the game was very short, play again!  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WHAT YOU DO:  
1) Circle up with your kids.

2) Ask your kids if they have any prayer requests. 

3) Lead your kids in a prayer. Remember to pray for their prayer requests as well as over your group.

4) Take prayer requests home with you to pray over during the week.
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WHAT YOU DO:  
Ask the following questions: 


1) Just like you had to search out people who had the verse phrases you needed, why is it important to search 

    out people who are wise?


2) How do you identify someone who is wise? How do you know when someone is wise?


3) What does it feel like when we are surrounding ourselves with people who are wise? 


4) What can be the consequences of hanging around people who make wise choices?


5) What can be the consequences of hanging around people who make unwise choices?


6) What about when our friends are making choices that we’re not sure about? Maybe they’re doing stuff that 

    isn’t the “smartest,” but you’re not sure if it’s “all that bad?” How can you get some advice about their behavior 

    and what you should do?
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WHAT YOU DO:  
1) Be sure that each kid gets their lollipop. 

2) Prepare the kids for Check-Out.

3) Replay the game from above! 

4) Out is completed, complete the Post-Gathering checklist to ensure the space is ready for the next  
    gathering or the next week.) 
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